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SAVE YOUR
MONEY USING
ENERGY LOSSES
Cogeneration systems are the
right technological solution to
fullfill the KYOTO objectives.
Cogeneration means to SAVE
ENERGY , reduce the emission
of CO2 in the atmosphere and
to reduce the operation costs.
Cogeneration systems permit
to convert the heat coming
from the cooling system and
from the exhaust gas of the

SPECIAL
SOLUTIONS
GAS AND
DIESEL
COGENERATORS

TYPICAL USERS AND ADVANTAGES
Cogeneration systems are widely used in civil
applications and especially in such industries where the
self independency from any external electrical source
to generate power, heatings, steam and air conditioning
becomes an advantages to perform savings.

The systems permits to generate, but not limited to:
Electric Power
Hot water for heating
Hot water to warm up swimming pool
Hot water for sanitary use
Hot water for general use
Steam for different applications
Cold water for conditioning
Hot air for drying purposes

engine into new renewable
energy cost free.
Such recovery, permits to a cost
free production of hot water for
sanitary use, steam, heating or
summer air conditioning.
The saving performed is double
the value of the electrical power
produced.
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Suck solution finds its
realization in a plant that
yields 3 forms of energy
(hence TRIGENERATION):
1. electric energy;
2. thermal energy;
3. cooling energy

